TM

Merchandising
Solutions

The RollerboardTM is a manually operated
two-sided Merchandising System.

2 DAY PART patents pending worldwide

Double Sided Indoor Merchandising Systems

BENEFITS
Our successful Rollerboard™ Merchandising System allows for rapid
change of product images by rotating merchandising displays. The
Rollerboard™ Merchandising System is internally illuminated with
fluorescent tubes, providing maximum illumination and picture clarity.
Mounting rail can be ceiling or wall mounted. Other benefits include:
- Ease of operation
- Limited moving parts
- Very low maintenance with rapid fluorescent tube access
- Easy and fast translite change with hinged magnetic trim
- Effective and safe translite retention
- Flexible re-positioning of translite divider with each Rollerboard™
module
- Can be fitted to bulkhead or ceiling
- Automatic re-positioning following rotation
- Includes a new design slimline appearance
- Designed specifically to exclude loose parts

2 Side Rotation

SPECIFICATIONS
The Coates Signco Rollerboard™ is available in three sizes:
- Single module (accommodating one single translite):
A. 572mm (W) x 595 (H)
B. 713mm (W) x 660mm (H)
- Double module (accommodating translite configurations of one double
or two single translites):
A. 1163mm (W) x 595 (H)
B. 1095mm (W) x 660mm (H)
- Quad module (accommodating up to four translites):
1660 mm (W) x 680 (H)
Rapid translite
insertion

Rollerboard™ gives you the option of a wall mount or a ceiling mount
configurations. The Rollerboard™ units are electrically wired for 220v 240v, 50Hz as standard. 110v wiring and or special electrical
requirements are also available.

TRANSLITE SIZES
For best result we recommend satin finish translites to be used. The
Coates Signco Rollerboard™ accommodates translite sizes:
Single: 555 x 555mm (21.85 x 21.85") allow + 1mm-3mm tolerance
Double: 555 x 1150mm (21.85 x 45.276") allow + 1mm-3mm tolerance
Preferred translite thickness is 0.3mm (0.0188")
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For Custom Design Merchandising Systems, please call (02) 9699 3122
Visit our showroom to see our extensive range of Merchandising Systems.
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